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FOREWORD 

As the only daughter of a battered Latina immigrant from Puerto Rico, I 

witnessed how my mother Maria suffered as a victim of Domestic 

Violence.  Perhaps this is where I began fine-tuning my advocacy lens.  It was in 

the midst of these turbulent moments where sparks took the form of my heart’s 

desire to share the urgent call for helping battered women. Regrettably, there are 

unsettling memories which at times tend to resurface and they activate this 

researcher’s desire to examine the extent of how my mother Maria suffered. When 

I was young, my mother would urge me not to say anything and to keep “family 

problems” PRIVATE.  She would advise me that it’s best not get other people 

involved in marital problems.  As a result, Maria dealt with the conflicting pain of 

staying in an abusive relationship for the sake of her family and children. She 

carried this pain for over 25 years. 

This researcher had a tough secret to keep.  I wondered how many other 

women and children actually walk around with domestic violence “family problems” 

weighing down their heavy hearts. In April 2012, right before my mother lost her 

battle with cancer, I vowed at my mother’s deathbed that I would use her story 

to… break the silence… and break the cycle of domestic violence. 

As an advocacy researcher, in the summer of 2012, I had the honor of 

launching my first domestic violence research study in the Dominican Republic. The 

Latina Project: Breaking the Silence…Breaking the Cycle . It was my way of 
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establishing a research footprint on an elusive phenomena that maintains an 

emotional, spiritual, physical, and economic stranglehold on many Latino 

communites. 

Initially, I was inclined to reach out to my mom’s hometown in Puerto Rico, 

but after much introspection, I realized that personally it was too soon to  examine 

this challenging topic—so painfully close to home. At this juncture, it was best to 

examine the broader issue of domestic violence.  I recognized that it was important 

to widen the aperture of this obscure topic and gain a stronger understanding of 

the issues related to domestic violence in many Latino communities. 

Ultimately, this qualitative researcher elected to pursue a replicable course of 

study that could help her examine the underlying universal themes that are evident 

in domestic violence in Latino communities.  I selected a Caribbean sister 

community not far away from Puerto Rico…it was Columbus’ first discovery… and 

symbolically it would serve as this researcher’s first discover of domestic violence.  

It was the captivating country of the Dominican Republic. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

How many times have you heard a friend or family member offer advice that 

it is best NOT to get involved in marital problems between a man and his 

woman?  The sad truth is that for many battered women, their loved ones’ hands-

off approach of “not getting involved” is further perpetuating the vicious cycle of 

domestic violence. Domestic violence which is shrouded in silence and secrecy 

functions like a cancer that eats away at a woman—making her weak and more 

vulnerable to her abuser. In the United States, 1 out of 4 women you know are 

battered women and they may be guarding a deplorable secret about their 

husband, boyfriend, or domestic partner. Likewise the epidemic rate of domestic 

violence in Latin America is a tragic reality for many Latinas. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Domestic violence exists for Dominican women across all economic strata. El 

Centro de Estudios Sociales y Demográficos affirmed that one in every three 

women you know in the Dominican Republic are victims of some form of domestic 

violence. Although this country is known as one of the finest vacation resort meccas 

of the world, the Dominican Republic is grappling with an issue that is not so 

publicly glorious and refined. Behind the façade of gorgeous beaches and exquisite 

holiday accommodations, many of this country’s precious flowers face a violent and 

brutal existence. The truth is that many of the women who serve as well as visit 
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these fine resorts are indeed victims of violent attacks by manipulative and 

controlling husbands and partners. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTION LAW 24-97 

As this Latina researcher examined the dreadful truth behind the reality of 

domestic violence in the Dominican Republic, she was horrified to see how little is 

done to eradicate this brutal reality.  A study by the Association of Women’s Rights 

in Development confirmed that many Dominican women face this lonely battle and 

are often victimized twice, by their abusers and by the judicial system created to 

protect them. In 2011, data from the Prosecutor for Woman Affairs (Roxanna 

Reyes) confirms that every 1-2 days a woman is killed in an act of domestic 

violence. Within the last two years, over 60,000 annual complaints of violence 

against women are reported. However, approximately only 4% of the charges, 

brought up against the perpetrators, attended legal trials. Recently, official statistics 

from the capital’s Santo Domingo Public Prosecutor’s Office confirms that the 

alarming level of domestic violence continues.  In the past 6 months, this province 

had 133 women killed by their former partners. An advocacy study, Critical Path of 

Dominican Women Survivors of Gender Violence commissioned by local Dominican 

women advocacy organizations, reported that tragically many of the victims that 

lost their lives were also victims of a legal system that did not have a responsive 

judicial staff equipped to deal with the complex issues of domestic violence. 
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In the 21st Century…how is this possible? If you can believe it, domestic 

violence in the Dominican Republic was not officially recognized less than ten years 

ago in January 1997—under the new Human Rights Law 24-97. So until this point, 

domestic violence was not only tolerated…it was considered legal. The reality of 

domestic violence in the Dominican Republic was brought to light by organizations 

such as PROFAMILIA (Asociación Dominicana Pro-Bienestar de la Familia) y La 

Oficina para la Promoción de Mujeres with the help of the United Nations Fund. It is 

difficult to believe that 15 years later, the efforts of human rights organizations 

have fallen on deaf ears.  An investigation by the Inter-American Commission on 

Human Rights reveals that even though the 24-97 law was intended to promote 

major advances in the protection of women’s rights in this nation, regrettably many 

Dominican judges do not apply and enforce the law. A commission investigated the 

knowledge base of many judges and Public Ministry representatives and they were 

simply unaware of the extensive content of this 15 year-old law. How is this 

possible? Perhaps the ugly truth may be that many of the male judges and law 

enforcement counterparts elect not to enforce it. 

UNDERSTANDING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

The National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence (2012) asserts that the 

ultimate goal of domestic violence or abuse is to gain and maintain control of the 

victim. Fear is the paralyzing grip that keeps many victims in an abusive 

relationship. Regrettably many people who hear about a particular example or 
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tragic case can’t believe why the woman never broke free from the abusive 

situation.  As a community, noticing and acknowledging the critical and escalating 

signs of an abusive relationship can serve as the crucial step in breaking the cycle 

and silence of domestic violence (Allen, 2004). It is important to understand that 

there are many forms of domestic abuse or spousal abuse. Based on a survey 

developed by the United States National Domestic Violence Network (2011), if you 

answer “Yes” to many of the questions below, it is highly probable that you or 

someone you know is in an abusive relationship. Do you… 

§ Often feel afraid of your partner? 
§ Avoid certain conversations or topics for fear of making your partner angry? 

Often feel that according to your partner you can’t do anything correct? 
§ Agree that sometimes you deserve to be mistreated by your partner? 
§ Wonder if you are the only one who is crazy in your relationship. 
§ Feel emotionally numb or helpless in your circumstances? 

Many of the aforementioned questions focus on the issue of emotional abuse. 

Many victims feel isolated, intimidated, and controlled by their spouse/partner. It is 

important for victims of domestic abuse to understand that ultimately the abuser 

will escalate in his abusive tactics and ultimately resort to physical threats or other 

abusive repercussions to make the abused woman do what he wants. 

PROFILE OF AN ABUSER 

A domestic violence abuser behaves in a controlling manner, not because he 

is not able to “control” himself.  In fact, the abuser is very strategic about his 

actions and makes very clear and controlling decisions in order to control his 
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spouse or partner. He makes careful choices about when and where he will abuse 

his partner.  In public, they may seem like the perfect spouse, but often times will 

lash out when they can’t be seen. Moreover, an abuser is capable of “stopping” 

their abusive ways when it benefits him. If you suspect that someone you know is 

an abuser, answer the following questions. Does your partner… 

§ Consistently ignore your opinions and puts them down? 
§ Humiliate or yell at you? 
§ Treat you so poorly that you are embarrassed that your family and friends 

will see? 
§ Blame you for making them behave in an abusive way? 
§ Constantly criticize you and makes degrading remarks about you? 
§ Act very jealous and possessive? 
§ Try to control where you go? 
§ Try to control who you see? 
§ Try to control what you do? 
§ Keep you from seeing your friends or family? 
§ Limit your direct access to money? 
§ Limit your access to a phone? 
§ Constantly check up on you with numerous calls throughout the day? 
§ Constantly check and/or open your mail? 
§ Constantly check your email or wants you to give him your email passwords? 
§ View you as his property or sexual object? 
§ Have a bad or unpredictable temper? 
§ Harm you and threatens to hurt or kill you? 
§ Threatens to kill himself if you leave him? 
§ Threatens to take your children away if you try to leave? 
§ Threatens to hurt your children if you try to leave? 
§ Threatens to hurt other friends or family members if you try to leave? 
§ Destroy your personal belongings? 

-United States National Domestic Violence Network (2011) 
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THE COMPLEX NATURE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

The dynamics of domestic violence are extremely complicated and it helps to 

explain why victims struggle to break free from this violent pattern. Many women 

do not feel equipped or brave enough to examine potential options that can free 

them from the abuse (Allen, 2004).  They have become emotionally, physically, and 

spiritually weak.  Remember that the abuser has used a litany of vices to pin the 

victim and maintain her under his control. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE BELONGS TO THE COMMUNITY 

Dominican women are not alone.  The reality is that there are many Latina 

sisters who are suffering the same phenomena of domestic violence.  Amnesty 

International (2012) reported that in Latin America, there is a 20% increase in the 

number of women killed by their partners or former partners. The sad truth is that 

women are not the only victims.  When children witness the violent abuse of their 

mothers, there is a strong chance that they will either become victims or abusers in 

their adulthood. The cycle of domestic violence is more likely to continue.  It takes 

a brave and supportive community to say “NO MORE” and sustain women 

empowerment that breaks the silence and the cycle. Thankfully, more Dominican 

organizations are addressing this issue and there is a growing network ready to 

serve the Dominican community. 

Prior to the ratification of Dominican domestic violence laws, the United 

Nation recognized how Domestic Violence was a silent epidemic that was tragically 
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affecting the lives of so many women in this country.  As a result, in 1979 the 

United Nations established INSTRAW (International Research and Training Institute 

for the Advancement of Women). The mission of this research hub located in the 

capital of the country was to examine and find empirical findings that would inform 

capacity building strategies and community management programs that directly 

promote gender equality and women empowerment (UN-INSTRAW, 2013). 
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CHAPTER 2 
AN ADVOCACY RESEARCHER’S QUEST 

This Latina strives to examine how the epidemic of domestic violence follows 

many of the immigrant Dominican women that settle in the Washington Heights 

and Dyckman areas in New York City. Regrettably, many Manhattan women 

shelters and community outreach groups are not able to be culturally responsive to 

the unique and complex needs of this particular immigrant population.  As a result, 

many of these battered women eventually go back to their abusers and face 

insurmountable obstacles to break the cycle of domestic violence in their lives. 

The goal of this research project is to collaborate with a local grassroots 

organization in the Washington Heights area, and offer research findings that can 

steer and shape their organization action plans to better serve this population of 

battered women. Ultimately, a program evaluation can demonstrate how this 

grassroots organization is effectively meeting the needs of Dominican women and 

making a noteworthy impact. Similar to the lead researcher’s experience studying 

and evaluating of a Girls Rescue Shelter in Kenya, findings from this research study 

and program evaluation can help the grassroots organization seek and secure 

substantial grant funding from human rights organizations such as Amnesty 

International. 

In August of 2012, Dr. Caban-Vazquez traveled to the small rural town of 

Bonao in the Dominican Republic.  Her goal was to examine the phenomena of 
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Domestic Violence by interfacing with victims just like her mother.  She realized 

that the delicate nature of this work would require the establishment of trust and 

security for these women.  And with the help of several hightly regarded and noble 

local community advocates, she was able to conduct a participatory action study.  

This lead researcher facilitated large group and small group  discussions and 

interview focus groups.  She also conducted private one-to-one interviews with 

many of the domestic violence victims and survivors. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Dr. Caban-Vazquez recognized how questions can lead the way to creating a 

stronger understanding of domestic violence. Therefore, she framed her inquiry 

with the following research questions: 

• What do you think are some reasons why women choose to remain in an 

abusive relationship? 

• What are some of the obstacles that women face as they try to break the 

cycle of domestic violence in their lives? 

• What would you suggest is a way to take care of the problem of Domestic 

Violence in the community? 

• How can the community help women who are victims of domestic violence? 

• What are the necessary resources that help to address this problem? 

• What role do the men play in breaking the cycle of domestic violence? 
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• Is there anything you would like to share regarding your experiences with 

Domestic Violence? 

RESEARCH STUDY PARTICIPANT SELECTION 

To hone in on the central themes related to domestic violence in the rural 

community of Bonao, Dominican Republic.  This lead researcher used a qualitative 

and purposive sampling research technique—criterion sampling. A criterion sample 

size of 50 participants contributed to a large group discussion forum, small group 

focus-group interview sessions and 15 of the 50 study participants were involved in 

one-to-one interviews wherein said participants had a predetermined criterion—

domestic violence victims (Hatch, 2002). These study participants represented a 

diaspora of various community stakeholders including spiritual leaders, civic-minded 

community members, students, mothers, daughters, aunts, grandmothers, 

caregivers, seamstresses, and artists. 

 

INTERVIEW DESIGN 

In order to elicit qualitative data on historical practices and program 

structures, Rubin and Rubin (2005) recommend the use of qualitative interviews to 

help researchers reconstruct events that were not directly observed by said 

researchers (p. 3). For these aforementioned reasons, this lead researcher 

gathered a richer set of qualitative data by conducting one-to-one interviews 

structured and directed by an interview protocol. The qualitative data gathered 
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from interviews can be described as rich and structured conversations wherein the 

principal researcher followed up on questions posed after an observation and other 

formal and informal interviews (Creswell, 2008; Rubin & Rubin, 2005). In support 

of collecting a wide range of qualitative data, Creswell (2007) asserts that the 

collection of a rich data from various resources helps to ensure that the researchers 

triangulate findings. “Triangulation is the process of corroborating evidence from 

different individuals, and types of data within themes will arise” (Creswell, 2008, 

p.648). Dr. Caban-Vazquez triangulated qualitative findings by combing through 

detailed transcripts of one-to-one and focus group interviews with a wide range of 

community stakeholders. 

 

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 

This domestic violence researcher gathered information to develop a richer 

perspective of the multi-faceted dimensions of domestic violence in this Latino 

community. She acquired qualitative data from observation protocols, field notes, 

reflective notes, photographs, interview transcripts, electronic press releases, and 

other forms of unstructured text data found in newspaper articles, office 

memorandums, and formal and informal interoffice correspondence. Flick (2006) 

describes how the collection of “multifocus data” is a fruitful strategy to approach 

institutional routines (p. 272). Ultimately, the goal of collecting this wide range of 

data was to reach a point of “data saturation” which meant that participants shared 

findings pertaining to a set of categories or themes that began to repeat and 
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ultimately the researchers were not able to acquire any new data (Stake, 2008). 

With the use of multiple forms of data, Denzin & Lincoln (2008) describe how 

qualitative researchers can triangulate findings that help to corroborate data 

collected from the observation and interview participants. The use of multiple forms 

of data offered this researcher a vital tool for analysis, interpretation, and the 

trustworthiness of narrative findings. 

Hatch (2002) asserts that the use of case study research falls within the 

“constructivist research paradigm” because the researchers intend to make sense of 

the participants’ world as well as offer rich narrative descriptions of the participants’ 

reality and perspectives (p. 16). The qualitative tradition of a case study is an 

interactive and sensitive examination because extensive qualitative data are 

primarily gathered from a small number of participants in the form of observations, 

structured interviews, and bounded time focus groups (Rubin &Rubin, 2005). 

Researchers who conduct an instrumental case study choose to focus on separate 

or grouped individuals involved in a specific activity, event, or program (Creswell, 

2008). Consequently, a wide range of qualitative data can be gathered to obtain 

various perspectives by conducting multiple interviews and observations (Creswell 

& Plano Clark, 2007). An in-depth analysis of qualitative data involved both 

inductive and deductive reasoning processes that brought to light a series of 

general themes that gradually emerged (Charmaz, 2000; Creswell, 2007). Through 

the use of a traditional qualitative inquiry and the framework of an instrumental 
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case study, Dr. Caban-Vazquez examined a series of issues related to the local 

phenomenon of domestic violence among the battered women that she studied. 

 

INTERVIEWS 

Creswell (2008) defines an interview as a recorded and structured 

conversation between the researcher and participant(s) wherein researchers ask 

general or open-ended questions (p. 641). Face-to-face interviews can offer a 

source of audio data valuable for understanding participants’ experiences and 

various events (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Accordingly, this researcher conducted the 

interview process to further explore issues related to domestic violence and the 

victims’ suggestions for potential community outreach activities. A total of 

conducted 15 one-to-one and focus group interviews ranging from 15 minutes to 

20-minute interviews. In order to accurately gather data, the lead researcher 

recorded approximately 750 minutes of data from the large group discussions, 

focus group interviews and one-to-one interviews. She recorded this data using an 

Olympus Digital Voice Recorder (Olympus America, 2009). Qualitative data 

gathered from structured participant conversations helped Dr. Caban-Vazquez 

gather rich data to develop a stronger understanding of the domestic violence 

among the Bonao women of the Dominican Republic. 
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

An interview protocol offered the framework necessary to steer a series of 

interviews with participants. In the interviews, the researcher posed a set of open-

ended questions and recorded the participants’ responses. Creswell (2008) asserts 

that participants can best express their experiences with open-ended questions. 

Data collected from interviews helped Dr. Caban-Vazquez “…uncover the meaning 

structures that participants use to organize their experiences and make sense of 

their worlds” (Hatch, 2002, p.91). Accordingly, this researcher posed a range of 

open-ended, probing, and follow-up questions. After an examination of questioning 

strategies within different interview forums, H.J. Rubin & I. S. Rubin (2005) assert 

that the use of “probing questions” and follow-up questions help the interviewees 

share extensive details that may aid in developing a richer understanding of the 

phenomenon under investigation. The preliminary questions answered in the 

participants’ interviews served as helpful leads for finding answers to the sub-

questions directing this program evaluation (Creswell, 2008, 1998; Stake, 2000). 

Throughout the interviewing process, the researcher collected audio data and 

transcribed the information from one-to-one interviews. Creswell (2008) described 

the transcription of audio data as the process of “…converting audiotape recordings 

or field notes into text data” (p. 246). The text data from one-to-one interviews 

assisted Dr. Caban-Vazquez in expanding her understanding of all of the social, 

emotional, physical and economical forces that shape domestic violence in this 

Latino community. 
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QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 

After collecting different forms of data, the lead researcher engaged in the 

process of analyzing the findings. The process involved three tiers of data analysis. 

Upon completing these different levels of data analysis, Dr. Caban-Vazquez adhered 

to a formal data analysis protocol that ensured the quality, accuracy, and the 

credibility of the findings. 

Preliminary Stage of Data Analysis: Open Coding 

After the qualitative data was gathered and organized, the researcher 

followed a constructivist grounded theory data analysis approach (Charmaz, 2000; 

Creswell, 2007). She used this data analysis plan to make sense of the audio data 

and text data gathered from observations and structured interviews. During the 

initial stage of recording field notes and reflective notes, Dr. Caban-Vazquez had an 

opportunity to begin the data analysis process by reading the text data and 

developing sidebar or margin notes (Hatch, 2002). This traditional form of “hand 

analysis of qualitative data” is the process of reviewing the data, marking the data, 

and dividing the data into parts into codes or categories (Creswell, 2008, p. 246). 

As she engaged in the constructivist grounded theory data analysis process of 

reviewing a large body of qualitative data, she launched the preliminary process of 

sorting and coding the data (Charmaz, 2008; 2000). By using an inductive process 

of organizing the data into initial categories, also known as “open coding”, this data 

consistently fell within topics that were “…extensively discussed by the participants” 
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(Creswell, 2007, p.160). This preliminary process of data analysis can helped this 

advocacy researcher begin to see the scope of the data findings. 

Second Stage of Data Analysis: Axial Coding 

Within the constructivist grounded theory of data analysis, the nature of the 

themes naturally moved from general to specific categories (Charmaz, 2008; 2000). 

This helped Dr. Caban-Vazquez identify “patterns of meaning in data so that 

general statements about the phenomena under investigation can be made” 

(Hatch, 2002, p. 160—161). Creswell (2007) describes this second stage of the 

coding process as “axial coding” wherein the researchers review the database and 

seeks to find insight into specific “coding categories” (p. 161). This coding process 

offers the qualitative researchers “analytic scaffolding” for creating various data 

categories (Charmaz, 2008, p. 217). In fact, the object of the axial coding process 

is to make sense of the data and to identify codes that overlap or repeat so that 

you can collapse these codes into broader categories (Creswell, 2008, p.251). The 

broader categories can be seen as “themes” that have saturated data to support 

them (Charmaz, 2000). Researchers can organize these themes and codes within a 

“coding paradigm” or matrix (Creswell, 2007, p. 161). After coding the data and 

analyzing the various themes, this lead researcher began the final phase of the 

data analysis plan. 

Final Stage of Data Analysis: Selective Coding 

Charmaz (2000) describes the final data analysis approach of the 

constructivist grounded theory as selective coding wherein the researchers begin to 
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theorize and develop statements that help to explain the meaning of the findings. 

Although it may seem that the coding procedures of data analysis fell within a 

linear process, Creswell (2008) describes it as an “ongoing process involving 

continual reflection about the data, asking analytic questions, and writing memos 

throughout the study (p. 190). As a qualitative researcher,, Dr. Caban-Vazquez 

engaged in the extensive process of data analysis to ensure the triangulation of 

data. 

EVIDENCE OF QUALITY, ACCURACY & CREDIBILITY OF FINDINGS 

Using an ethical and standard qualitative research methodology, this 

advocacy researcher collected and analyzed a body of qualitative data that yielded 

answers to the aforementioned research study questions. A review of the recorded 

audio data and created transcripts of the interviews revealed data that could help 

this researcher better understand the complex nature of domestic violence (Corbin 

& Strauss, 2008). In order to ensure that the transcription process was correct, a 

graduate student from a local university served as a “peer reviewer” of the 

transcripts to ensure that the text data from the transcripts was consistent with the 

audio data from the interviews (Creswell, 2007). The researcher ensured the 

privacy of the interviewees by including pseudonyms in the transcript files 

(Creswell, 2008). Stake (2008) recommends that it is important for the participants 

to receive and review a copy of any final write-ups that demonstrate how the 

participants’ contributions are represented as direct quotes or interpretations (p. 

140). Accessibility to the study participants was limited, therefore the researcher 
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elected to include the general statements shared by many of the participants. In 

light of the sensitive nature of this topic, the researcher managed her subjectivity 

by acknowledging and addressing this limitation.  With the careful process of 

conducting structured interviews, and peer auditors this researcher worked to 

guarantee the accuracy of the study findings (Creswell, 2008; Denzin & Lincoln, 

2008; Morrow, 2007). With the use of different measures to ensure accuracy,  the 

following research findings were held to the highest standards of quality and 

precision. 

In order to ensure the credibility of qualitative findings, Stake (2005) 

recommends that there should be procedures for dealing with data analysis codes 

that do not fit in the majority of themes and categories. Creswell (2008) describes 

information gathered from participants as “contrary evidence” which means that it 

is information gathered that “does not support or confirm the themes” (p. 257). In 

an effort to ensure a better understanding of  the complexity of the themes, Dr. 

Caban-Vazquez analyzed the “discrepant information”. As such, within the narrative 

analysis of the findings, the lead researcher will present these findings to offer 

different perspectives that do not align with the majority of the data findings 

(Creswell, 2003, p. 196). Consequently, this will ensure that all ethical research 

procedures and protocols were in place for addressing the contrary or discrepant 

data. Ultimately,  this will add to the credibility of Dr. Caban-Vazquez’s qualitative 

research findings. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Based on the data collection and analysis methods discussed above, Dr. Caban-

Vazquez was able to identify several re-occurring themes from the interviews. 

These central themes can be grouped into the following categories of participants’ 

needs: (a) economic factors, (b) women empowerment, (c) Victims’ patterns (d) 

social-emotional factors, and (e) raising community awareness. 

 

THEME 1: ECONOMIC FACTORS 

The majority of the battered women interviewed communicated their dire 

need for economic resources that would enable them to leave their abusive 

relationships. Many of the women expressed their desire to successfully seek and 

secure employment outside of Bonao. Upon further examination, employment 

opportunities are extremely limited in this rural community. Many women expressed 

that they choose to remain in their abusive relationship because they don’t want to 

disrupt their children’s education by moving away and not having any economic 

resources to ensure that their children attend school.  They selflessly chose to stay 

so that their children could at least have a better chance of attending school. The 

majority of the local men are the sole financial providers of the home. In light of 

the economic situation in their rural communities, if the battered women resolved 

to leave their abusive partners, these women would financially struggle to purchase 

the costly school uniforms that their children are required to have to attend 
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school. Many of the women hoped that there would be some form of career 

training available to the women of Bonao that would open some economic options. 

THEME 2: WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

More than half of the research participants wish they had a women’s 

community center where they may attend more “chalas” or educational workshops. 

They believe that this community strategy would increase the awareness level 

about domestic violence in their community. Prior to Dr. Caban-Vazquez 

informational session about domestic violence laws with the participants, the 

majority of the battered women communicated in their interviews that they were 

not familiar with the Domestic Violence Law No. 24:97. Some women shared that if 

they knew where to go and get a legal advocate, they would feel more comfortable 

trying to leave their abusive partner. 

THEME 3: BREAKING FREE FROM AN ABUSER 

A closer examination revealed that less than 25 percent of the participants 

interviewed in multiple research forums were actually able to break free from their 

abusive partner. Regrettably, half of the women that broke free from the abuser 

eventually returned to their abusive partner. In view of this shift, only 12 percent of 

the study participants were able to remain away from their former abusive partner. 

The researcher realized that she would need to probe further and plan future focus 

group interviews and one-to-one interviews to better understand the complex social 
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forces that were shaping the womens’ choice to come back to an abusive 

relationship. 

THEME 4: SOCIAL EMOTIONAL FACTORS 

Focus group interviews (n=15) revealed that many of the women felt 

ashamed about their abusive situation. They expressed great difficulty about 

sharing their situation with other women in their community for fear of judgement.  

Others expressed that they believe one of the reasons why the community is 

tolerate of domestic violence may be due to the believe of a “man needs to be a 

man”. Some women shared that some people have expressed that if the men don’t 

behave this way and put their women in their place,  then the women will get out 

of control. 

Several older women shared their belief that the cycle of domestic violence 

in their community continues to flourish. They discretely noted several of the young 

women in the town who are dating or engaged to an abusive boyfriend.  These 

older battered women earnestly conveyed their concern for these young women. 

The vicious cycle of domestic violence was quite evident in this community. 

THEME 5: RAISING COMMUNITY AWARENESS 

Many of the women felt it was necessary to involve the men in the 

community awareness initiatives centered on domestic violence in Bonao. Some of 

the women suggested a faith-based counseling group for abusers with a local 
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spiritual leader, pastor or priest. They expressed that it was part of the churches 

responsibility to address the issue of how the church congregants are also abusers 

of this wifes. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Based of the multiple themes that were revealed in this preliminary research 

study, this researcher considered potential areas for future study. This researcher 

recommends that future research should focus on the economic empowerment 

theme that was raised by the majority of the battered women. This form of future 

research may be helpful for other rural Latino communities that face this universal 

economic obstacle. Another area of future study can center on how various 

community stakeholders can raise community awareness on the issue of domestic 

violence (Johnson, 2003). The application of this future research can greatly affect 

social change within the Latino community. It can also inform government and 

social agency policy that is designed for the educational and economic 

empowerment of various communities. 

 

BATTERED WOMEN ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT PROJECT                               

SCHOOL UNIFORM COOPERATIVE 

Together one step at a time, we can break the silence and the cycle that 

have kept so many women and children oppressed by their abusers. With the 

generous support of Social Changers without Borders and the wonderful support 
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that Dr. Caban-Vazquez and her research delegates received, they will be able to 

set a course for a second year of research and technical support. 

This lead researcher and her team will go back and work with a core group 

of the battered Latinas in Bonao. Using a secure lottery system, 10 out of the 50 

women studied will become part of an economic empowerment project that will 

serve as a pilot for this study.  With this plan, they will be able to directly help 10 of 

the 2012 research participants. These women will become part of a Self Help 

Group (SHG) that will create a School Uniform Cooperative (Davies, 2001). This 

economic empowerment project will enable and equip the domestic violence 

survivors to sew and sell school uniforms in and outside of their small town of 

Bonao, DR.  This technical support is a direct result of the key findings shared by 

the victims of the study. The goal for offering this empowering self help group 

model is to ultimately release the women from the oppressive and economic hold of 

their abusive husbands or domestic partners (Allen, 2004; Rios, 2007).  Research 

findings from the 2012 study showed that many of the women selflessly remained 

with their abusers to better improve their children’s odds of remaining in school. 

Since the men were the sole decision-maker in managing finance, the women 

feared that they would struggle to purchase the costly school uniforms without any 

career training or employment options. 

This summer, our direct technical and economic support will drastically 

empower ten out of the fifty women to develop a school uniform micro-enterprise. 
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Consequently, the battered women will gain the economic leverage they need to 

provide their children, and ultimately their community, with a vital educational 

resource and opportunity. 

CERTIFIED TRAINING & APPRENTICESHIP  

Research-proven methods on effective practices and training will help shape 

the direction of this rural community-based project (Perkins, 2006; UN, 2001). The 

women will receive certified training from a team of seamstresses in the field. 

Furthermore, they will receive support from local merchants to sell and promote the 

women’s school uniforms. The lead researcher’s vision of expanding this would can 

be supported by proceeds from additional fundraising events. This may offer the 

women an opportunity to establish an apprentice program wherein the study 

participants will “reach one…and teach one”. 

Dr. Caban-Vazquez is eager to launch this work and realizes the great 

potential of replicating this form of empowerment work across many Latino rural 

communities. The findings from the upcoming 2013 economic empowerment pilot 

will help to establish best practices for developing sustainability in this form of 

community outreach. 
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APPENDIX A: COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS IN BONAO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Listado	  de	  los	  Colaboradores	  al	  servicio	  de	  la	  Comunidad	  de	  Villa	  Sonador	  
1. Víctor Manuel Batista 
2. Padre Román Miguel Jáquez (Para ser reconocido por su gran aporte al desarrollo 

a la comunidad de Villa Sonador) 
3. Sixto Ant. Lora (Reconocimiento por su gran aporte a la comunidad de Blanco) 
4. Dra. María Mercedes Fernández (Reconocimiento por su gran aporte al desarrollo 

a la Provincia de Monseñor Nouel) 
5. Lic. Arquímedes Reyes Tavera (Por Su gran trayectoria y dedicación al servicio de 

los derechos Humano de la Provincia Monseñor Nouel) 
6. Yahaira Herrera (Reconocimiento por su gran labor al servicio de la comunidad de 

la colonia) 
7. Lic. Juan Francisco Tejeda (Reconocimiento Por Su gran aporte al deporte y 

dedicación a los jóvenes de Villa Sonador) 

Representante de los Grupos Organizados 
1. Lic. José Ant. Acevedo 
2. Paulina Delgado 
3. Ing. Junior García Guzmán 
4. Lic. Martha Batista 
5. Lic. Rafaela Jackelin Ventura 
6. Lic. Winston Daniel Alonzo 
7. María Fiordaliza Andujar Marte 
8. María Josefina Morfa 
9. Jacqueline Colon 
10. Laura T. Ramos 
11. Antonia Alberto Sánchez 
12. María Cepeda 
13. Adriana Colón 
14. Joselin Joelis Reyes 
15. Ángela Catalina Pujol 
16. Leodora García 
17. Tiodora Capellan 
18. Mercedes de Jesús Mena 
19. Mercedes Sánchez 
20. Evarista Luna 
21. Carolina Rivera 
22. Dra. Amiris Lomber 
23. Anselma Vicioso 
24. Lic. Juan Antonio Ogando 
25. Juana María Mejía 
26. Mery De La Rosa 
27. Maribel Veloz 
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APPENDIX B: Hortensia Magazine Feature Article 
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APPENDIX C:  SOCIAL CHANGERS WITHOUT BORDERS, INC. 

FEATURE ARTICLE IN THE WALDEN UNIVERSITY ALUMNI MAGAZINE 
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APPENDIX C:  SOCIAL CHANGERS WITHOUT BORDERS, INC. 

FEATURE ARTICLE IN THE WALDEN UNIVERSITY ALUMNI MAGAZINE (Cont.) 
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APPENDIX D:  TANYA TORRES ARTWORK CONTRIBUTION 

 
 

 
 

www.tanyatorres.com 
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APPENDIX E: FRIENDS AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE DONATION WEBSITE 
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APPENDIX F:  NEWSPAPER ARTICLE 
“Shrouded in Silence, Domestic Violence in the Dominican Republic” 

 
 
 


